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Introduction
This work kit has been developed to guide the way communications professionals talk about
the Northern Territory’s youth justice reform. While it has been tailored to the Northern Territory
context, it is based on research done by the Frameworks Institute in the UK and the US. The
Framework Institute is an independent non-profit organisation founded in 1999. Its mission is to
help non-profits improve the way they communicate so they can reframe the public
conversation on social problems. The Institute has become known for its development of
Strategic Frame Analysis ™

About Strategic Frame Analysis®
Since 1999, a collaboration between communications scholars and practitioners at
FrameWorks Institute has worked to develop a new approach to explaining social issues to the
public.
Recognising that there is more than one way to tell a story, Strategic Frame Analysis® taps into
decades of research on how people think and communicate.
The result is an empirically-driven communications process that makes academic research
understandable, interesting, and usable to help people solve social problems.
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What is the problem we are trying to solve?
Globally, there is little alignment between ordinary citizens’ and experts’ views about how to
prevent crime and reduce recidivism.
“...many of the stories that are currently being told about criminal justice tap into unproductive
patterns of thinking, impede new understandings and undermine support for reforms. Many of
these current frames are common and widely used – even by those seeking reform. These
framing habits have become second nature to communicators, making them difficult to identify
and even harder to change.” - July 2016, A FrameWorks Message Memo

In 2013 – 2016 criminal justice experts and advocates in the United Kingdom were working to
advance key policy reforms. The reforms sought to address three related problems with the UK
system:




there is an overreliance on punishment
there is insufficient commitment to rehabilitation
there is a more general failure of services outside the criminal justice system – including
those related to mental health, housing, addiction and poverty reduction – that provide
people with the support they need to turn their lives around.

These problems are not unique to the UK; governments around the world, including in
Australia, seek to address them.
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The Northern Territory context
The NT has the highest rate of youth detention of people aged 10-17 years in Australia.
In the June quarter in 2015, 54% of all young people in detention on an average night were
Aboriginal.
There are mixed reactions in the community about the causes of youth crime and how to
improve the youth justice system. Generally, Territorian’s views are the same as those
identified in the UK and US by the Frameworks Institute.

What is the solution?
For government to change the narrative about young people and the youth justice system, like
they did in the UK, by using a series of explanatory metaphors to move the conversation from
being emotional and reactive to rational and pragmatic.

What is the benefit?
The explanatory metaphors are reframing tools that allow communicators to convey complex,
scientific ideas through an accessible, easily understood mini stories that are accurate,
memorable and repeatable.
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Why are metaphors powerful?
The strategic frame analysis recommends the use of specifically developed metaphors which
have been tested for their impact.






Metaphors get your audience to think about your ideas in a different way
A well-chosen metaphor can symbolize some new insight that you are trying to teach
your audience
Visual metaphors let your audience process ideas in two channels of their brain,
creating a deeper impact as they sync the visual with the verbal
You can use a metaphor to help a prospect see their own misunderstanding that is
keeping them from moving forward with your product or service
Because metaphors are creative and thought-provoking, they stimulate the
subconscious, emotional part of your audience’s brains
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How can you use the metaphors?
These metaphors should be reflected in any communications material that reaches the public,
including:









Speaking notes
Ministerial speeches
Media releases
Ministerial media briefs
Communication plans
Social media posts
Web copy
Community workshops discussing youth justice

How should we talk about youth justice?
Do:


Tell a story - A successful strategy will require persistently and consistently answering
a set of fundamental questions: Why is reform necessary? What are the problems with
the current system? What needs to be done to improve outcomes?



Begin the story with one of three empirically tested Values - Values are enduring
beliefs that orientate individuals’ attitudes and behaviours. In the context of framing,
they are the basis of social appeals because they have the power to push audience
reactions in desirable directions and motivate action. In the context of criminal justice,
we found that an initial appeal to the Values of Problem-Solving, Human Potential, or
National Progress cultivates public support for a wide range of criminal justice reforms.
Examples:
o

Problem solving - We need to use a commonsense, step-by-step approach to
solving problems and improving our criminal justice system. This means
clarifying goals and establishing a set of tasks that we want the system to do,
and then creating a criminal justice system that is aligned with these goals. If we
focus our attention on creating a step-by-step plan for solving problems, we can
decrease crime and improve public safety.

o

Human Potential - Changing the way our criminal justice system works is one
way to make sure that all members of our society can reach their potential and
contribute to our communities. This means giving people the support they need
to stay out of trouble and dedicating resources to rehabilitation so those who
have committed offences can add value to – rather than detract from – our
society

o

National Progress - Our outdated criminal justice system is holding the
Territory back. We need to make changes to this system that will allow all of us
to move forward. A criminal justice system that can improve outcomes for our
communities is key to making progress as a society.
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Don’t:








Discuss solutions in isolation or outside of a complete narrative - There is a trend in
criminal justice communications in which advocates and experts rely on descriptions of
alternative practices and new policies and examples of people interacting with them to
make their case. The Frameworks Institute research shows that members of the public
do not understand why these programs matter or how they work to improve outcomes.
Messages that describe Solutions – but do not unpack or explain how and why they
work – are generally ineffective and in some cases actually depress support for reforms.
Frame the conversation around cost effectiveness, e.g. “we must spend our resources
wisely and punitive approaches are more costly,” or fairness, e.g. “we need a system
that is more just” as these frameworks are proven to decrease support. Use the
pragmatism value instead.
Bombard with statistics and data – simple explanation is best.
Spend too long explaining the problem – focus on articulating the solution.
Repeat the opposing argument – focus instead on making the affirmative case for your
position.
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Example 1
MEDIA RELEASE
Rehabilitation top priority in new detention centre plan
19 May 2017
The Outline Design Brief for a new Darwin detention centre has been released today as the
Territory Labor Government continues to deliver on its promise to fix the broken youth justice
system.
Drawing on examples from across Australia, Canada, the United States and Holland, MODE
design’s plan proposes a campus-style facility focused on culturally appropriate rehabilitation.
Minister for Territory Families Dale Wakefield said that the plan represented a necessary and
sensible shift in the way the government is helping to break the cycle of crime in the Territory.
“Improved facilities are just one of the ways of ensuring we have a system that, just as we need
a bike to have a range of gears to cover uphill, downhill or flat terrain, isn’t trying to address
every situation with one gear; the prison gear,” Ms Wakefield said.
“Having the ability to shift gears to rehabilitative services such as education and culturallyappropriate recreational activities within the facility will help the system to work better, across
all terrains.
“A range of gears will enable us to deliver services that reflect our belief that criminal justice
does not mean a “one size fits all” when it comes to dealing with young and adult offenders,”
Ms Wakefield said.
The MODE plan recommends a culturally appropriate layout for the facility given the high
number of indigenous detainees, and stresses the need for the detention centre to have sacred
and cultural spaces, including a multi-faith area that encompasses indigenous and nonindigenous elements.
The proposed accommodation units would further provide the ability to divide youth offenders
on the basis of their age, gender, clan and language groups where required.
Each unit would have its own safety room where detainees who were at risk or those displaying
problematic behaviours could be held until the situation has de-escalated.
The plan includes provisions for indoor and outdoor sports courts, a fitness centre as well as a
space for hip-hop dance activities.
“We share community concerns about youth crime and are undertaking a complete overhaul of
how government, from the highest level right through to individualised support on the ground,
delivers a rehabilitative youth justice system,” Ms Wakefield said.
“The plan for a new youth justice facility in Darwin is a key part of that process.”
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Sample Facebook post:
The release of the MODE design for the new detention centre in Darwin today and the
proposed improvement in facilities are just one of the ways the government is ensuring we
have a system that, just as we need a bike to have a range of gears to cover uphill, downhill or
flat terrain, isn’t trying to address every situation with one gear; the prison gear.
Find out more about some of the proposals put forward in the design: (link to release on
website)

Sample Twitter post:
Improvements in detention facilities will ensure our justice system isn’t addressing all detention
situations like a bike with one gear: (link to release on website)
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Example 2
MEDIA RELEASE:
Territory Families invests in youth justice infrastructure
A landmark investment to significantly upgrade youth justice facilities in the Northern Territory is
underway to improve conditions for young detainees and staff and will support rehabilitation
and education programs.
Territory Families Acting Chief Executive Officer Jeanette Kerr said youth justice
accommodation needs to facilitate a rehabilitative and diversionary approach.
“We know what we need to do to make accommodation safer for young people and more
suitable to support reintegration and diversion programs,” Ms Kerr said.
“We need to make sure our youth justice system isn’t a complex maze that is easy to get into
and difficult to get out.
“Youth justice can be like a maze with too many entrances – mental illness, childhood abuse,
neglect, inability to make bail – but too few viable exits because of the lack of rehabilitative
services and other barriers to reintegration to life outside the system.
“This investment will make a big difference to the attitude and behaviour of young people in our
care as we support them to turn their lives around, and also support the work of Youth Justice
Officers”
Territory Families has called for tenders for immediate health and safety improvements to the
Alice Springs Youth Detention Centre, with work to commence May.
The works at Alice Springs Youth Detention Centre follow similar works at Don Dale Youth
Detention Centre, including maintenance and repairs to remove hanging points and provide
young people with direct access to drinking water and hand basins in each room.
In addition, rooms at Don Dale Youth Detention Centre have been refurbished to include hand
basins and access to drinking water as wel las a study desk and airconditioning. Older light
fittings have been replaced with recessed LEDs and shatter-proof windows have been installed
in place of bricks and bars.
Both Alice Springs and Don Dale youth detention centres will be replaced, with the Northern
Territory Government committing $15 million to replace the aging Don Dale Youth Detention
Centre from 2019/20, and $7 million to replace the Alice Springs Youth Detention Centre in
2017/18.
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Territory Families is also funding infrastructure investments to support the following:







Youth drop-in centres and the placement of Youth Outreach and Re-engagement
Teams in Darwin/Palmerston, Alice Springs, Tennant Creek, Katherine and Nhulunbuy.
Accommodation in Katherine, Tennant Creek, Nhulunbuy, Darwin and Alice Springs for
supported bail and post-release accommodation that will also help fracilitate
rehabilitation and diversion services.
Office accommodation refurbishment in Darwin, Casuarina, Katherine, Tennant Creek
and Alice Springs.
Residential Care refurbishments across the Northern Territory to improve living
standards for children in care.
Bush camp repairs and maintenance at Loves Creek Station.

With the exception of expenditure to replace Don Dale and Alice Springs youth detention
centre, these improvements will be funded under the Territory Families operating budget.

Sample Facebook post:
A landmark investment to significantly upgrade youth justice facilities in the Northern Territory
was announced today, which will both improve conditions and support a rehabilitative and
diversionary approach.
Youth justice can be like a maze with too many entrances – mental illness, childhood abuse,
neglect, inability to make bail – but too few viable exits because of the lack of rehabilitative
services and other barriers to reintegration to life outside the system.
This investment will make a big difference to the attitude and behaviour of young people in
youth justice facilities, and also support the work of Youth Justice Officers.
Learn more about infrastructure upgrades here: (link to release on website)

Sample Twitter post:
A landmark #investment in youth justice facilities in the NT will help many to exit the youth
justice maze: (link to release on website)
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Example 3
MEDIA RELEASE:
Integrated approach is key to youth diversion
Territory Families has re-stated its support for wilderness programs and boot-camps as an
important part of its comprehensive youth diversion package announced this week.
As part of an integrated package of reforms, Territory Families will invest significant funding for
non-government organisations to deliver wilderness programs and boot-camps either in the NT
or other jurisdictions, focussing on skill development, education, and drug and alcohol
rehabilitation.
Territory Families CE, Ken Davies, cautioned: “We have to make sure our youth justice system
doesn’t become like a bike with only one gear. Think about how a bike works. In order to be
effective and efficient, a bike uses different gears to go uphill and downhill and to increase
speed.
“Just like a bike needs different gears, our youth justice system needs different responses or
solutions to different situations.
“A better, more practical solution is to support a diversity of programs that can treat the different
causal factors that lead to children coming into contact with the youth justice system.”

Sample Facebook post:
Wilderness programs and boot camps are a key part of our integrated approach to youth
diversion.
Just like bikes use different gears to go uphill, downhill and to increase speed, our youth justice
system needs different responses or solutions to respond to different situations.
Find out more about how our reform package will ensure our youth justice system doesn’t
become like a bike stuck in one gear: (link to release on website)

Sample Twitter post:
#Bootcamps and wilderness programs will ensure our youth justice system doesn’t become like
a bike stuck in one gear: (link to release on website)
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Example 4
MEDIA RELEASE:
$1.75 million for youth services in the Centre: Budget 2017
21 April 2017
An additional $1.75 million will be invested in after-hours youth services in Alice Springs and
Tennant Creek, on top of the $1.1 million already invested across the Territory to provide
activities and programs for youth.
Minister for Territory Families Dale Wakefield said this substantial investment of funds in
Central Australia is delivering on the Territory Labor Government’s election commitment to
build safer and more vibrant communities.
“Every Territorian has the right to feel safe and expect their homes, businesses and property to
be secure,” Ms Wakefield said.
“We know that providing youth with positive activities and opportunities to engage them after
hours will help to keep them off our streets and out of trouble.
“To make meaningful change we need to provide a wide range of reforms and support. This is
why we’ve also invested a record $18.2 million to reform the Territory’s broken youth justice
system.
“As part of this reform we’re recruiting 52 new Youth Outreach workers – 15 of whom will be
based in Alice Springs and 3 in Tennant Creek – who will work with Territory Families and the
NGO sector to improve how we deliver after-hours youth activities and ensure this additional
$1.75 million is invested in the right areas and delivers positive results.”
The after-hours youth services funding will include services for at-risk kids, as well as universal
late night activities for all that will occur year-round and increase during holiday periods.
“These sorts of programs also have long term benefits for young people.
“A teenager’s brain development is like building a house, both needs a strong foundation to
create a robust structure capable of withstanding outside forces. Good brain development
relies on positive experiences, and that’s what these youth services can provide.
Ms Wakefield said Budget 2017 is investing for our future by creating and supporting jobs and
delivering on the Territory Labor Government’s election commitments.
“This funding commitment is about building up a youth services sector that can respond
effectively with skills and resources when needed, with increased capacity to recruit, train and
retain quality youth workers and other professional staff,” Ms Wakefield said.
“The Northern Territory is going through significant economic challenges after four years of
CLP chaos and incompetence; made much worse by reductions in GST from the Federal
Government.
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“At the same time, we know that crime is an issue and it comes at a huge social and economic
cost to Territorians and needs to be dealt with.
“We’ve listened and are taking decisive action to do what we said we were going to do and
break the cycle of crime that has been going on for too long.”

Sample Facebook post:
An additional $1.75 million will be spent on recruiting 52 new Youth Outreach workers, services
for at-risk kids, as well as universal late night activities for all that will occur year-round and
increase during holiday periods.
We know that a teenager’s brain development is like building a house. It needs a strong
foundation to create a robust structure capable of withstanding outside forces. Good brain
development relies on positive experiences
These youth services will deliver those positive experiences, promising long term benefits for
young people. Learn more here: (link to release on website).

Sample Twitter post:
$1.75million of youth services will build strong cognitive foundations in our young people; just
like building a house. More here: (link to release)
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